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On knot groups acting on trees
F. A. Dudkin1, A. S. Mamontov1
Abstract: A finitely generated group G acting on a tree with infinite cyclic edge and
vertex stabilizers is called a generalized Baumslag–Solitar group (GBS group). We prove
that a 1-knot group G is GBS group iff G is a torus-knot group and describe all n-knot GBS
groups for n > 3.
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1 Introduction
An n-knot group is the fundamental group π1(S
n+2 − Kn, a) for an n-knot Kn in n +
2-dimenstional sphere Sn+2. Starting from a knot it is possible to construct Wirtinger
presentation for its group with relations of the form xwi = x
j , where xi, xj are letters, and
w is a word [5]. Now, let G be a group represented by a set of generators and relations.
When it is a knot group? Treating this just as a question of how to transform relations to
a desired form is unfruitful. So to attempt the question we involve some known properties
of knot groups and restrict the class of groups.
A finitely generated group G acting on a tree with infinite cyclic edge and vertex sta-
bilizers is called a generalized Baumslag–Solitar group (GBS group) [7]. By the Bass-Serre
theorem, G is representable as π1(B), the fundamental group of a graph of groups B (see [1])
with infinite cyclic edge and vertex groups.
GBS groups are important examples of JSJ decompositions. JSJ decompositions ap-
peared first in 3-dimensional topology with the theory of the characteristic submanifold by
Jaco-Shalen and Johannson. These topological ideas were carried over to group theory by
Kropholler for some Poincare´ duality groups of dimension at least 3, and by Sela for torsion-
free hyperbolic groups. In this group-theoretical context, one has a finitely generated group
G and a class of subgroups A (such as cyclic groups, abelian groups, etc.), and one tries to
understand splittings (i.e. graph of groups decompositions) of G over groups in A (see [4]).
Given a GBS group G, we can present the corresponding graph of groups by a la-
beled graph A = (A, λ), where A is a finite connected graph (with endpoint functions
∂0, ∂1 : E(A) → V (A)) and λ : E(A) → Z \ {0} labels the edges of A. The label λe of an
edge e with the source vertex v defines an embedding αe : e → v
λe of the cyclic edge group
〈e〉 into the cyclic vertex group 〈v〉 (for more details see [2])
The fundamental group π1(A) of a labeled graph A = (A, λ) is given by generators and
defining relations. Denote by A the graph obtained from A by identifying e with e. A
maximal subtree T of the graph A defines the following presentation of the group π1(A)〈
gv, v ∈ V (A), ‖ g
λ(e)
∂0(e)
= g
λ(e)
∂1(e)
, e ∈ E(T ),
te, e ∈ E(A) \ E(T ) ‖ t
−1
e g
λ(e)
∂0(e)
te = g
λ(e)
∂1(e)
, e ∈ E(A) \E(T )
〉
Generatos of first (second) type are called vertex (edge) elements. For different maximal
subtrees, corresponding presentations define isomorphic groups.
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It is sometimes useful to regard a GBS-group as a group obtained as follows: start with
the group Z, perform consecutive amalgamated products in accordance with the labels on
the maximal subtree; finally, apply several times the construction of the HNN-extension
(the number of times is equal to the number of the edges outside the maximal tree). In this
approach, the standard theory of amalgamated products and HNN-extensions is applicable
to the full extent. In particular, GBS-groups admit a normal form of an element and have
no torsion.
If two labeled graphs A and B define isomorphic GBS groups π1(A) ∼= π1(B) and π1(A) is
not isomorphic to Z,Z2 or Klein bottle group then there exists a finite sequence of expansion
and collapse (see fig.1) moves connecting A and B [7]. A labeled graph is called reduced if
it admits no collapse move (equivalently, the labeled graph contains no edges with distinct
endpoints and labels ±1).
Figure 1: Expansion and collapse moves
An element g from a GBS group G is called elliptic if g is conjugated with ak, for some
vertex generator a. The set consisting of all non-trivial elliptic elements is stable under
conjugation, its elements have infinite order, and any two such elements are commensurable.
These properties yield a homomorphism ∆ from G to the multiplicative group of non-zero
rationals Q∗, defined as follows.
Given g ∈ G, choose any non-trivial elliptic element a. There is a relation g · ap · g = aq,
with p, q non-zero, and define ∆(g) = p
q
. As pointed out in [14] this definition is independent
of the choices made (a and the relation), and defines a modular homomorphism.
For different primes p and q let T (p, q) = 〈x, y|xp = yq〉 be a torus-knot group. It is easy
to see that T (p, q) is a GBS group for any non-zero integers p and q (corresponding labeled
graph has one edge with two different endpoints and labels p and q).
A group is said to be Hopfian if any homomorphism of the group onto itself has trivial
kernel, i.e. is an automorphism. Baumslag and Solitar [3] came up with a series of examples
of two-generator one-relator non-Hopfian groups. In particular, such are the Baumslag–
Solitar groups
BS(p, q) = 〈x, y|xypx−1 = yq〉
where p and q are coprime integers, p, q 6= 1.
If a labeled graph B consists of one vertex and two inverse loops with labels p and q, then
π1(B) ∼= BS(p, q). Therefore, every Baumslag–Solitar groups is a generalized Baumslag–
Solitar group.
Main results of our work are listed below.
Theorem 1. Let G be a GBS-group. Then G is 1-knot group if and only if G ≃ T (p, q).
Theorem 2. Let G be a GBS-group, G 6∼= Z. Then G is n-knot group for n ≥ 3 if and
only if G is a homomorphic image of either BS(m,m+ 1), where m ≥ 1, or T (p, q).
All homomorphic images of BS(m,m+ 1), where m ≥ 1, and T (p, q) described in terms
of labeled graphs in lemmas 4 and 5 (see the proof of theorem 2).
M.Kervaire obtained the following necessary conditions for a group to be a knot-group.
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Statement 1 [5, 14.1.1]. Let π be n-knot group for n ≥ 1. Then
1. π is finitely generated
2. π/π′ ≃ Z
3. H2(π) = 0
4. π is a normal closure of a single element
For n ≥ 3 these conditions are also sufficient.
Statement 2 [5, 14.1.2]. If a group G satisfies conditions 1-4 of lemma 1, then G is
n-knot group for n ≥ 3.
So our goal is to determine when these conditions are fulfilled in a GBS group.
2 Preliminary results
Given graph A, denote the number of edges out of maximal subtree by β1(A). Normal
closure of an element a in a group G is denoted as 〈〈a〉〉G.
Lemma 1. Let G be a GBS group such that G/G′ ≃ Z, then β1(A) 6 1.
Proof. From a representation it is clear that G/G′ ≃ Zβ1(A) ×H , where H is a subgroup
of G/G′ generated by images of vertex elements. Hence, β1(A) 6 1. Lemma is proved.
Lemma 2. Let G = π1(A) be a GBS-group such that G = 〈〈a〉〉G, and A be a labeled
tree. Then A is a labeled segment.
Figure 2: Labeled segment.
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then A has a trident subgraph.
Figure 3: Labeled trident.
Let N be a normal closure of all vertex elements except end points u, v, w, then G/N ≃
Zp ∗ Zq ∗ Zr.
If p, q, r are pairwise comprime, then for some normal subgroup N1 containing N and
certain powers of u, v, w we have G/N1 ≃ Zp1 ∗Zq1 ∗Zr1 , where p1, q1, r1 are different primes.
By [6] G/N1 is not a normal closure of a single element, so neither is G, a contradiction.
Now let (p, q) = d 6= 1. GBS group G = 〈〈a〉〉G has no torsion, therefore G/G
′ ≃ Z. Thus
we have (G/G′)/N ≃ Zp × Zq × Zr. With d 6= 1 dividing p and q the later group cannot be
a homomorphic image of Z.
Using ideas of plateau from [8], we prove.
Lemma 3. Keep notations of lemma 2. Then li⊥kj for all i, j.
Proof. Suppose first that j 6 i.
Choose a pair kj, li so that j 6 i, (kj, li) = d > 1, j is minimal and i is maximal with
these conditions. Let p be a prime divisor of d. Then kx ⊥ p for x < j and ly ⊥ p for y > i.
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Let r be a maximal index such that lr−1 6⊥ p, 2 ≤ r ≤ j. If there is no such index, then let
r = 1. In a similar way, choose minimal f , f ≥ i+ 1 such that p|kf .
li
ai+1
ls
as+1
k
1
a
1
lr-1
ar
kj
aj
kf
af
Figure 4: Labeled segment, j 6 i.
Let N be a normal closure of the following elements
N = 〈〈a1, . . . ar−1, aj+1, . . . ai, af+1 . . . as+1, a
p
r , . . . a
p
j , a
p
i+1, . . . , a
p
f 〉〉
Then corresponding factor group G1 = G/N is isomorphic to Zp ∗ Zp, since relations
akm+1m = a
lm+1
m+1 ,
apm = a
p
m+1 = 1
and p ⊥ km+1, p ⊥ lm+1 imply am = am+1, m = r, . . . j, i+ 1, . . . , f .
Hence G1/G
′
1 ≃ Zp × Zp, which condtradicts G/G
′ ≃ Z.
2. Now assume i < j and (kj, li) = d > 1.
Figure 5: Labeled segment, j > i.
We may also assume that j − i is minimal with this property. Then using 1 we obtain
kr ⊥ lf , r = i+ 1, . . . j − 1, f = i, . . . , j − 1 and kj ⊥ li+1, . . . lj−1. In particular, for a prime
divisor p of d we have p ⊥ ki+1, . . . kj−1 and p ⊥ li+1, . . . , lj−1. Let
N = 〈〈a2, . . . , ai, aj+1, . . . , as, a
p
i+1, . . . , a
p
j〉〉.
Then as above we obtain
G/N ≃ Zk1 ∗ Zp ∗ Zls+1
Having k1 ⊥ li and kj ⊥ ls+1 we may assume that k1, p, ls+1 are different primes. By our
assumption G, and hence G/N , is a normal closure of a single element, while Zk1 ∗Zp ∗Zls+1
for different primes k1, p, ls+1 is not [6]. This contradiction proves the lemma.
Lemma 4. Assume G = π1(A), A is a labeled segment, and li ⊥ kj for all i, j. Then G
is a homomorphic image of some torus-knot group.
Proof.
We prove by induction that a2, . . . as−1 may be excluded from generators.
To check basis consider a group with generators {a1, a2, a3} and relations a
k1
1 = a
l1
2 ,
ak22 = a
l2
3 . Choose α and β such that αl1 + βk2 = 1. Then a2 = a
αk1
1 a
βl2
3 .
For the induction step consider a group with generators {a1, a2, . . . , as+1}. By induction,
ai = wi(a1, as), where wi is some word on letters a1, as, and i = 2, . . . s − 1. Choose α and
β so that αl1 . . . ls−1 + βks = 1. Then as = a
αl1...ls−1
s a
βks
s = a
αk1...ks−1
1 a
βls
s+1. So a group is
generated by a1 and as+1, which satisfy a relation a
k
1 = a
l
s+1, with k = k1 . . . ls ⊥ l = k1 . . . ls.
Therefore G is a homomorphic image of some π1(Tk,l). The lemma is proved.
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Lemma 5. If G = π1(A), G = 〈〈a〉〉G, and β1(A) = 1 then A is a labeled cycle with
coprime labels ki ⊥ lj for all i, j, |
s∏
i=1
ki −
s∏
i=1
li| = 1 (see fig.6) and G = 〈〈t〉〉G.
a2
a1
a3
as
as-1
k1
k2
ks-1
ks
ls
l1
l2
ls-1
Figure 6: Labeled cycle
Proof. If A is no a cycle, then there is a pendant vertex u. A graph A is reduced, and
so the label λ near u is not ±1. Let N be a normal closure of all vertices, except u. Then
G/G′N ≃ 〈t〉 × 〈u〉 ≃ Z× Zλ, a contradiction.
Let d = (ki, lj) and p be a prime divisor of d. In case j < i let N be a normal closure of
a1, . . . aj, a
p
j+1, . . . , a
p
i , ai+1, . . . , as. Then G/G
′N ≃ 〈t〉 × 〈aj+1〉 ≃ Z × Zp, as in lemma 3, a
contradiction. The case j ≥ i is considered in a similar way.
Let k =
s∏
i=1
ki, l =
s∏
i=1
li. If k = 1, then s = 1, because A is reduced. So G ≃ π1(A) ≃
BS(1, l), G/G′ ≃ Z×Zl−1. It follows that l = 2, and BS(1, 2) = 〈〈t〉〉 satisfies the conclusion
of the lemma.
If k 6= 1 and l 6= 1. Note that in G we have an equality t−1aki t = a
l
i for 1 ≤ i ≤ s, and
l ⊥ k.
A map φ[a1,t] : H = BS(k, l) = 〈a, r|r
−1akr = al〉 → G
φ[a1,t] :
{
a→ a1
r → t[a1, t]
is an embedding BS(k, l) →֒ G [11], hence |a1|G/G′ = |a|H/H′ = |k − l|. Therefore
|k − l| = 1. Moreover there is a subgroup 〈t〉 × 〈a1〉 in G/G
′ isomorphic to Z× Z|k−l|. Note
that t−1aki ta
−k
i ∈ 〈〈t〉〉, hence a
l−k
i = a
±1
i ∈ 〈〈t〉〉 for all i, and so G = 〈〈t〉〉. The lemma is
proved.
3 Proof of theorems
Proof of theorem 1
Assume that G is both a GBS-group and a 1-knot group.
1. By statement 1 G/G′ ≃ Z.
2. By lemma 1 G ≃ π1(A) and either A is a tree or β1(A) = 1.
3. If A is a tree, then ∆(G) = {1} and by [9, Statement 2.5] Z(G) = Z.
4. By [5, Corollary 6.3.6] G ≃ T (p, q).
5. If β1(A) = 1, then by [5, Theorem 6.3.9] G = π1(A) is residually finite. By [10,
Corollary 7.7] a GBS-group is residually finite iff either G = BS(1, n) or ∆(G) = {±1}.
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6. If G = BS(1, n) then by Lemma 5 n = 2 and G = BS(1, 2), and by [12] |m| = |n|, a
contradiction.
7. If ∆(G) = {±1}, then there exist a, g ∈ G such that gag = a−1, and hence G/G′ has
a torsion, a contradiction with G/G′ ≃ Z.
8. If ∆(G) = {1}, then Z(G) = Z [9, Statement 2.5], and G is isomorphic to T (p, q)
by [5, Corollary 6.3.6].
The Theorem 1 is proved.
Proof of theorem 2
I. Assume that G is a GBS-group, G 6≃ Z and G is n-knot group, n ≥ 3.
1. By Statement 1 G/G′ ≃ Z, G = 〈〈a〉〉.
2. By Lemmas 1-5 G is a fundamental group of either some labeled segment (see fig.2)
with ki ⊥ li, or some labeled cycle (see fig.6) ki ⊥ li.
3. IfG is a fundamental group of a segment on fig.2, then by Lemma 4G is a homomorphic
image of T (k, l).
4. If G is a fundamental group of a cycle on fig.6 then by [10, Theorem 1.1] G is a
homomorphic image of a Baumslag Solitar group BS(k, k + 1).
II. Assume that G is a homomorphic image of rank 2 of either BS(m,m+ 1) or T (p, q).
5. If G is a homomorphic image of rank 2 of BS(m,m + 1), then by [10, Theorem 1.1],
using that m ⊥ m + 1, we get G = π1(A), where A is a cycle, and
s∏
i=1
ki ⊥
s∏
i=1
li, i.e. A as
in conclusion of Lemma 5. By [13] we have H2(G) = 0. Then by Lemma 5 we obtain that
properties 1-4 of Statement 1 hold, and hence by Lemma 2 G is a group of n-knot, n ≥ 3.
6. If G is a homomorphic image of rank 2 of T (p, q), then by [8] and [10] G = π1(A),
where A is either a segment, or a circle or a lollipop. Moreover, from [8] it follows that A
is a segment from theorem 1.1 [8]. Then A satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 4. Hence G
satisfies the conditions 1-4 of Statement 1, and by Statement 2 G is n-knot group for n ≥ 3.
The Theorem 2 is proved.
Acknowledgments. The authors are grateful to V. G. Bardakov and V. A. Churkin for
valuable discussions.
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